It is unprovable that every complete subalgebra of a countably closed complete Boolean algebra is countably closed. Introduction. A partially ordered set P; i s -closed if every countable chain in P h a s a l o wer bound. A complete Boolean algebra B is countably closed if B + ; has a dense subset that is -closed. In 2 the rst author introduced a weaker condition for Boolean algebras, game-closed: the second player has a winning strategy in the in nite game where the two p l a yers play an in nite descending chain of nonzero elements, and the second player wins if the ch a i n h a s a l o wer bound. In 1 , Foreman proved that when B has a dense subset of size @ 1 and is game-closed then B is countably closed. By Vojt a s 5 and Veli ckovi c 4 this holds for every B that has a dense subset of size 2 @0 . We s h o w that, in general, it is unprovable that game-closed implies countably closed. We construct a model in which a B exists that is game-closed but not countably closed. It remains open whether a counterexample exists in ZFC.
Theorem. It is consistent that there exists a partial ordering P; such t h a t BP is not countably closed but BP Col is countably closed. Forcing Conditions.
We assume that the ground model satis es GCH.
We w ant to construct, by forcing, a partially ordered set P; P of size @ 2 that has the desired properties. We shall use as forcing conditions countable approximations of P. One part of a forcing condition will thus be a countable partial ordering A; A with the intention that A be a subset of P and that the relation A on A be the restriction of P . A s P will have size @ 2 , w e l e t P = ! 2 , a n d s o A is a countable subset of ! 2 .
The second part of a forcing condition will be a countable set B A Col, a countable approximation of a dense set in the product ordering P Col. The third part of a forcing condition will be a countable set C of countable descending chains in A that have n o l o wer bound. Finally, a forcing condition includes a function that guarantees that the limit of the B's is -closed and so P Colhas a -closed dense subset.
Whenever we u s e without a subscript, we mean the natural ordering of ordinal numbers.
De nition. For any s e t X; ColX is the set of all countable functions q such that domq 2 ! 1 and range q X; Col= Col! 2 . De nition. The set R of forcing conditions r consists of quadruples r = A r ; r , B r , C r , F r such that 1 A r is a countable subset of ! 2 , 2 A r ; r is a partially ordered set, 3 if b r a then a b , 4 B r is a countable subset of A r ColA r , and for every p; q 2 B r , p 2 rangeq, 5 C r is a countable set of countable sequences fa n g 1 n=0 in A r with the property t h a t a 0 r a 1 r r a n r and that fa n g n has no lower bound in A r , 6 F r is a function of two v ariables, fa n g n 2 C r and p; q 2 B r such t h a t p a 0 ; and rangeF r !: If m = F r fa n g n ; p; q then for every p 0 ; q 0 2 B r stronger than p; q, * if p 0 r a m then p 0 ? r fa n g n i.e. p 0 ? r a k for some k. If r; s 2 R then r R s r is stronger than s i f 7 A r A s , 8 r and s agree on A s , and ? r and ? s agree on A s ; i.e. if a; b 2 A s then a r b i a s b and a ? r b i a ? s b for all a; b 2 A s , 9 B r B s , 10 C r C s , 11 F r F s .
The relation R on R is a partial ordering. We shall prove that the forcing extension by R contains a desired example P; P . Assuming the GCH in the ground model, the forcing R preserves cardinals and V R is a model of ZFC+GCH; this follows from the next two lemmas: Lemma 1. R is -closed. Proof. Let fr n g n be a sequence of conditions such t h a t r 0 R r 1 R R r n R
. W e show that fr n g n has a lower bound.
Assuming that for each n, r n = A n ; n ; B n ; C n ; F n , we l e t A r = S 1 n=0 A n , B r = S 1 n=0 B n , C r = S 1 n=0 C n , F r = S 1 n=0 F n and r = S 1 n=0 n ; w e claim that r = A r ; r ; B r ; C r ; F r is a condition, and is stronger than each r n .
The quadruple r clearly has properties 1 4. It is also easy to see that for every n; r agrees with n and ? r agrees with ? n on A n : To v erify 5, let fa n g n 2 C r . There is an m such t h a t fa n g n 2 C k for all k m, and therefore fa n g n has no lower bound in any A k . T h us fa n g n has no lower bound in A r . Finally, t o v erify 6, let F r ã; p; q = m and let p 0 ; q 0 be stronger than p; q: Since * holds in r n where n is large enough so thatã 2 C n and p; q; p 0 ; q 0 2 B n ; * holds in r as well. Therefore r is a condition and for every n; r is stronger than r n : Lemma 2. R has the @ 2 -chain condition.
Proof. If W is a set of conditions of size @ 2 , then a -system argument using CH yields two conditions r; s2 W such that if r = A r ; r ; B r ; C r ; F r a n d s = A s ; s ; B s ; C s ; F s ; then there is a D the root of the -system such that D = A r A s , sup D minA r , D, sup A r minA s , D, r and s agree on D, ? r and ? s agree on D, B r D ColD = B s D ColD, C r D ! = C s D ! , a n d F r ã;p; q = F s ã; p; q wheneverã 2 C r D ! and p; q 2 B r D ColD:
Moreover, there exists a mapping of A s onto A r that is an isomorphismbetween s and r and is the identity o n D:
Let t = A t ; t ; B t ; C t ; F t where A t = A r A s , B t = B r B s , C t = C r C s , t = r s , and F t will be de ned below s u c h that F t F r F s . W e claim that t is a condition, and is stronger than both r and s; t h us r and s are compatible. Properties 1 4 are easy to verify. It is also easy to see that t agrees with r on A r and with s on A s ; and ? t agrees with ? r on A r and with ? s on A s : Note that if a 2 A r , D and b 2 A s , D then a ? t b: Thus if fa n g n is in C r but not in C s or vice versa then fa n g n has no lower bound in A r A s , and so 5 holds.
In order to deal with 6, we r s t v erify it for the values of F t inherited from either r or s: Thus letã 2 C r ; p; q 2 B r , m = F r ã; p; q and let p 0 ; q 0 2 B t be stronger than p; q: The argument f o r s in place of r is completely analogous. If p 0 ; q 0 2 B r then * holds in r and therefore in t: Thus assume that p 0 ; q 0 2 B s : Since p 0 2 A s and p 0 t p; it follows that p 2 D;and since rangeq rangeq 0 A s ; we h a ve p; q 2 B s : Now i f a 2 C s then F s ã; p; q = F r ã; p; q and so p 0 satis es * in s and hence in t: Ifã = 2 C s and p 0 = 2 A r then p 0 ? tã and again p 0 satis es *. The remaining case is when p 0 2 D and p; q 2 B r B s : Since p 0 ; q 0 = p 0 ; q 0 is stronger than p; q = p;q; p 0 satis es * in r and therefore in t:
To complete the veri cation of 6 we de ne F t ã;p; q for thoseã and p; q that come from the two di erent conditions. Letã 2 C r , C s and p; q 2 B s , B r the other case being analogous be such t h a t p a 0 : We l e t F t ã; p; q be the least m such that a m = 2 D: Let p 0 ; q 0 2 B t be stronger than p; q; we shall show t h a t p 0 t a m : This is clear if p 0 2 D; by 3. If p 0 = 2 D then we claim that p 0 cannot be in A r ; t h e n it follows that p 0 ? t a m : To prove the claim, note that rangeq 6 A r because p; q = 2 B r and hence rangeq 0 A s : By 4, p 0 2 A s and so p = 2 A r :
Therefore t is a condition and is stronger than both r and s:
Let G be a generic lter on R. I n V G , w e l e t P = S fA r : r 2 Gg, P = S f r : r 2 Gg, and Q = S fB r : r 2 Gg. P; P is a partial ordering and Q P Col.
We shall prove t h a t Q is -closed and is dense in P Col, and that the complete Boolean algebra BP d o e s n o t h a ve a dense -closed subset. Lemma 3. P = ! 2 . Proof. We prove that for every s and every p 2 ! 2 there exists an r R s such that p 2 A r . But this is straightforward: let A r = A s f pg, B r = B s , C r = C s ; F r = F s and r = s ; properties 1 11 are easily veri ed. Note that p ? r a for all a 2 A s : Lemma 4. Q is dense in P Col. Proof. Let s be a condition and let p 0 2 A s and q 0 2 Col. W e shall nd an r R s, p 2 A r and0 such t h a t p r p 0 and p; q 2 B r : L e t p be an ordinal greater than sup A s , let q 2 Colbe such that0 and p 2 range q, and let A r = A s range q, B r = B s f p; qg, C r = C s , a n d l e t r be the partial order of A r that extends s by making p r p 0 . Finally, let F r ã; p; q = 0 for allã 2 C r :
To see that r = A r ; r ; B r ; C r ; F r is a condition, note that for everyã 2 C r ; p is not a lower bound ofã because p 0 isn't and hence p ? rã : This implies both 5 and 6. Since adding p does not a ect the relation ? on A s ; we h a ve 8 and so r is stronger than s:
Next we prove that Q is -closed.
Lemma 5. If u = fp n ; q n g 1 n=0 is a descending chain in Q then u has a lower bound. Proof. Let _ u be a name for a descending chain and let s be a condition. By extending s ! times if necessary R is -closed, we m a y assume that there is a sequence u = fp n ; q n g 1 n=0 in ! 2 Colsuch t h a t s forces _ u = u, s u c h t h a t f o r every n, p n 2 A s , p n ; q n 2 B s , that p 0 s p 1 s s p n is a descending chain in A s ; s and that q 0 q 1 q n . . . :
Let p be an ordinal greater than sup A s , l e t q S 1 n=0 q n be such t h a t p 2 rangeq A s f pg, let A r = A s f pg, B r = B s f p; qg, C r = C s , and let r be the partial order of A r that extends s by making p a l o wer bound of fp n g 1 n=0 . Finally, let F r ã; p; q = 0 for allã 2 C r and r = A r ; r ; B r ; C r ; F r :
We shall show that for everyã 2 C s ; p is not a lower bound ofã: This implies that p ? rã and 5 and 6 follow. Since making p a l o wer bound of fp n g n does not a ect the relation ? on A s ; we'll have 8 and hence r R s: In r; p; q i s a lower bound of u:
Thus letã = fa k g k 2 C s : We claim that 9k 8n p n s a k :
This implies that p r a k and hence p is not a lower bound ofã:
If p n a 0 for all n then we l e t k = 0 because then p n s a 0 for all n: Otherwise let N be the least N such that p N a 0 ; and let m = F s ã; p N ; q N : Either p n s a m for all n and we are done with k = m or else p M s a m for some M N:By * there exists some k such that p M ? s a k and hence p n s a k for all n:
Finally The relation is a partial ordering of P, P; i s -closed, a b implies a P b and for every a 2 P there is some b 2 P such that b a.
Toward a contradiction, let s be a condition and assume that s forces the preceding statement. For each ! 2 , there exist a condition s stronger than s, and a descending chain fc n g n in A s such t h a t c 0 and that for every n; s c n+1 c n . By a -system argument w e nd among these a countable sequence r n = s n = A n ; n ; B n ; C n ; F n and a set E such that for every m and n with m n we have E = A m A n ; sup E minA m , E, sup A m minA n , E, m and n agree on E, ? m and ? n agree on E, B m E ColE = B n E ColE, C m E ! = C n E ! , and F m ã;p; q = F n ã; p; q wheneverã 2 C m E ! and p; q 2 B m E ColE: Moreover, there exists a mapping mn of A m onto A n that is an isomorphism between r m ; fc m k g k a n d r n ; fc n k g k and is the identity o n E:We a l s o l e t nm = mn ,1 ; mm = id and assume that the mn form a commutative system. Note that for every n and k, c n k =
E:
For each n and k, l e t a n k = c n 2k and b n k = c n 2k+1 : Letũ = fu n g n be the diagonal sequence" u 2n = a n n ; u 2n+1 = b n n :
We shall nd a condition t = A t ; t ; B t ; C t ; F t stronger than all r n such t h a t the diagonal sequenceũ is a descending chain and belongs to C t : Since t b n n a n n for every n; it forces that P; is not -closed. This will complete the proof.
To construct t we rst let A t = S 1 n=0 A n and B t = S 1 n=0 B n : Let t be the minimal partial ordering extending S 1 n=0 n such that for every n; a n+1 n+1 t b n n : Before proceeding to de ne C t and F t we shall prove some properties of A t ; t : Lemma 7. i Let m n and let y 2 A m , E and x 2 A n , E: If x t y then x n a n n and b m m m y: If x and y are compatible in t then b m m m y:
ii For all m and n; if x 2 A n and y 2 A m and if x t y then x n mn y and nm x m y. In particular, if x; y 2 A n then x t y if and only if x n y:
iii For all m and n; if x 2 A n and y 2 A m and if x and y are compatible in t then x and mn y are compatible in n and nm x and y are compatible in m .
In particular, if x; y 2 A n then x ? t y if and only if x ? n y:
Proof. i The rst statement i s a n o b vious consequence of the de nition of t ; and the second follows because any z such that z t x is in some A k , E where k n:
ii Let x 2 A n and y 2 A m and let x t y: First assume that y = 2 E and so x = 2 E: Necessarily, m n and if m = n then clearly x n y: Thus consider m n : By i x n a n n n b n m = mn b m m n mn y:
Now assume that y 2 E and proceed by induction on x: If x 2 E then x n y:
If x = 2 E then either x n y or there exists some z = 2 E such t h a t x t z t y; and by the induction hypothesis z k mk y where z 2 A k : Applying the preceding paragraph to x and z we g e t nk x k z and hence nk x k mk y: The statement now follows.
iii Let x 2 A n and y 2 A m and let z 2 A k be such t h a t z t x and z t y: By ii we h a ve kn z n x and km z m y: Hence kn z = mn km z n mn y: The second statement f o l l o ws from this and from the second statement o f i i .
Lemma 7 guarantees that t will be stronger than every r n : Another consequence is that ifã 2 C n thenã has no lower bound in t : i f x 2 A m were a lower bound then mn x would be a lower bound in n :
Let C t = S 1 n=0 C n f ug: Every sequence in C t is a descending chain in t without a lower bound clearly,ũ h a s n o l o wer bound.
Lemma 8. For all k and n; if p; q 2 B k , B n and if p 0 ; q 0 2 B t is stronger than p; q then p 0 ; q 0 2 B k , B n :
Proof. Since p; q = 2 B n ; we h a ve either rangeq 6 E or p = 2 E; in which c a s e p 2 rangeq b y 4 and again rangeq 6 E:Since0 it must be the case that p 0 ; q 0 2 B k , B n .
We shall now de ne F t so that F t S 1 n=0 F n and verify 6. This will complete the proof.
First we let F t ã; p; q = F n ã; p; q whenever the right-hand side is de ned;
we h a ve t o s h o w that 6 holds in t: Let m = F n ã; p; q and let p 0 ; q 0 2 B k be stronger than p; q: It follows from Lemma 8 that p; q 2 B k : Now kn p 0 ; kn q 0 is stronger than kn p; kn q = p; q and * holds for kn p 0 in r n : If p 0 t a m then by Lemma 7 kn p 0 n a m and hence kn p 0 ? nã : By Lemma 7 again, p 0 ? tã : Next, letã and p; q be such thatã 2 C n , C k ; p; q 2 B k , B n and p a 0 : If k n ; we h a ve kn p p a 0 and we l e t F t ã; p; q = F n ã; kn p; kn q: To v erify 6, let m = F t ã; p; q and let p 0 ; q 0 2 B t be stronger than p; q: By Lemma 8 p 0 ; q 0 2 B k ; and kn p 0 ; kn q 0 is stronger in r n t h a n kn p; kn q: If p 0 t a m then by Lemma 7 kn p 0 n a m and so kn p 0 ? nã : By Lemma 7 again, p 0 ? tã : If k n ; we l e t F t ã; p; q be the least m such t h a t a m = 2 E and that b n n 6 n a m such m exists asã does not have a l o wer bound in A n : To v erify 6, let p 0 ; q 0 2 B t be stronger than p; q: If p 0 2 E then p 0 t a m and if p 0 = 2 E then by Lemma 7i p 0 ? t a m : In either case, 6 is satis ed.
Finally, w e de ne F t ũ; p; q: Thus let p; q 2 B t be such t h a t p u 0 : Since u 0 = a 0 0 = 2 E;we h a ve p = 2 E. Let n be the n such that p 2 A n : We l e t F t ũ; p; q = 2n + 2 : That is, the chosen u m is u 2n+2 = a n+1 n+1 : To v erify 6, let p 0 ; q 0 2 B t be stronger than p; q: Since p 2 A n , E; by L e m m a 8 w e h a ve p 0 ; q 0 2 B n and therefore p 0 2 A n , E: But a n+1 n+1 2 A n+1 , E and so p 0 t a n+1 n+1 : Therefore 6 holds.
